
May 29, 2020 

 
Shut-in of the Week – Boots Redmond, Janet Clevenger’s mother 

 

Pray for our National and State leaders as we work through the Covid-19 pandemic & reopening 
 

Lois Warren - had lung CAT scan and melanoma nodules are stable; doctor would like to continue 
 immunotherapy treatments; will also be having an ultrasound on Monday for kidney issues; pray for  
wisdom for both doctors and Lois as to what direction to take, as well as God’s healing touch on Lois 

 

Rachel - Mary Krohn’s mother; needs constant care from the family and has lost a lot of weight 
 

Doris Kruger - had procedure done on kidney; home and is struggling with recovery and pain 
 

Paul Smith - MRI results show a protruding disc; doctor wants him to wait until his  
June 2 appointment to come back in to give the shot he received time to work;  

his pain is at a level 10 and so far the shot is not working 
 

Ronin Dunson - bp is low, he is lethargic; getting both blood and platelets; not doing well at all 
 

Dinah Bayliff - received call from surgeon to get surgery scheduled; no date yet, but they are working on it 
 

Angie - friend of Tanya Augsburger; has pneumonia & tested negative for Covid-19; is home and on oxygen 
 

Pastor Dave Stanford - pastor at Woodlawn Baptist Church in Lima  
has been diagnosed with Covid-19 and is on a ventilator, has been moved from Covid unit to ICU;  

has a long way to go, but has shown some signs of improvement  
 

Tom Kerr - recent surgery to remove prostate cancer; is home and  
doctors think they got it all; he is doing better every day 

 

Sharon Hopkins - Lori Belcher’s mother; has been refusing food and drink; Lori has been  
taking her a meal from Dairy Queen, so she is eating one full meal a day 

 

Jimmy Bradshaw - the father of Tanya Augsburger’s friend, has cancer spots in his liver; will be  
having radioactive beads inserted in his liver; after 6 weeks with those in he’ll have a very invasive  

surgery to remove what cancer may be left; pray as he goes through this process;  
he is in good spirits, but his daughter is having a hard time 

 

 

 



 
Tammy Lovell - needs infusions to build up her immune system; paperwork for insurance needs to  

go through before she can get these; is meeting with executor of her Uncle Jim’s will and  
it doesn’t look positive; pray everything goes well; still is not able to sleep well 

 

 Mark - 28 years old; serious drug & legal issues; his father asked us to pray for him 
 

Barb Carroll - PTL the wound on the bottom of her foot from surgery is finally healed and she is walking;  
she also has 2 small spots on the top of her same foot and she is being given infusions; please pray 

 these two spots will shrink and disappear; will have another PET scan in another couple months 
 

Please continue to pray for truckers, medical personnel and safety personnel 
  

Carl & Patricia Worsham - Jenny Jones’ parents; in their 80s and still living at home; Patricia  
has dementia and Carl is her primary caregiver and he has heart issues of his own; pray  

for strength for Carl & that neither will come into contact with Covid-19 
 

Mark Hershberger - had scan at IU on 4/21; there were a couple of suspicious areas on and  
near artery & vein areas; he is continuing chemo 3 days every other week & will go back for another  

scan in 3 months; he is doing pretty good; pray the chemo is working 
Mark & Rita both have God’s perfect peace! 

 

Bob Wood , Bernie Horn’s brother-in-law; diagnosed with aggressive prostate cancer; radiation has been  
put on hold due to Covid-19, pray they start his treatments up again soon; had heart cath  

 and one artery had 90% blockage; they were able to put in a stent 
 

Pray for the many families with hospital/funeral situations  
where they can’t be present with their loved ones 

 

Thanks for praying for our pastoral search process. 
 

Those with chronic pain: 
Karen Croft, Jim Johnson, Dinah Bayliff, Tammy Bishop 

 

Pray for opportunities for gospel conversations, sharing Jesus with others;  
Conversion Growth; also that we will see the Glory of God in our lives and church! 


